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This article explains the complex intertwinement between public and private regulators 

in the case of robot technology. Public policymaking ensures broad multi-stakeholder pro- 

tected scope, but its abstractness often fails in intelligibility and applicability. Private stan- 

dards, on the contrary, are more concrete and applicable, but most of the times they are 

voluntary and reflect industry interests. The ‘better regulation’ approach of the EU may in- 

crease the use of evidence to inform policy and lawmaking, and the involvement of different 

stakeholders. Current hard-lawmaking instruments do not appear to take advantage of the 

knowledge produced by standard-based regulations, virtually wasting their potential bene- 

fits. This fact affects the legal certainty with regards to a fast-paced changing environment 

like robotics. In this paper, we investigate the challenges of overlapping public/private reg- 

ulatory initiatives that govern robot technologies in general, and in the concrete of health- 

care robot technologies. We wonder until what extent robotics should be governed only 

by standards. We also reflect on how public policymaking could increase their technical 

understanding of robot technology to devise an applicable and comprehensive framework 

for this technology. In this respect, we propose different ways to integrate the technical 

know-how into policymaking (e.g., collecting the data/knowledge generated from the im- 
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pact assessments in shared data repositories, and using it for evidence-based policies) and 

to strengthen the legitimacy of standards. 

© 2019 Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr Golia. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights 

reserved. 
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. Introduction 

ue to the novelty of practices and impacts, the development 
f technology may bring about unclear rules and areas of le- 
al ambiguity ( De Hert 2005; George et al. 2012; Vayena and 

asser 2016; Bacon et al. 2017 ). In other words, there might 
ot be an immediate applicable legal rule or precedent to a 
articular use or development of technology. The exponential 
rowth of supercomputing power, the ability to store and pro- 
ess large data and improve the performance of the Internet 
 Butler 2016 ) do not seem to facilitate either way the reaction 

apacity of society to face the problems technology may cause.
hese factors altogether hinder the identification and the ad- 
ressing of the ethical, legal and societal issues (ELSI) associ- 
ted with the use and development of technology by govern- 
ents and public regulatory bodies, who struggle to catch up 

ith technology (r)evolution. 
One of the consequences of the inability to keep up with 

he fast pace of technological innovation in robotics is that the 
ndustry, and more generally, private actors, usually takes the 
ead and develop their standards. This fact has happened in 

any regulatory fields. In the case of robot technologies, there 
re already available standards aiming to mitigate the ELSI 
osed by robotics. In concrete, both the British Standard In- 
titute (BSI) and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics En- 
ineers (IEEE) have developed standards governing the ethical 
esign of robot technologies. Among other consequences, the 
roduction of private standards implies a shift in the central- 

zation of regulation, which no longer resides solely on public 
egulatory bodies but also private ones ( Guihot et al. 2017 ). 

The high industry presence in governance does not di- 
ectly imply that public regulatory bodies disregard techno- 
ogical change and do not take steps toward addressing their 
mplications. Public regulatory bodies also pronounce them- 
elves on the technological advance, although this usually 
akes places at a more late stage. Early in 2017, the Euro- 
ean Parliament released a very pioneer Resolution on Civil 
aw Rules on Robotics 2015/2103(INL). The European Parlia- 
ent (EP) called on the European Commission (EC) in con- 

idering initiating a legislative procedure governing emerg- 
ng robotic technologies. In exact words, the European Par- 
iament requested the Commission, based on the Article 225 
reaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), to 
ubmit a proposal for a directive on civil law rules on robotics 
ased on the Article 114 TFEU (ex 65 Resolution 2015/2103(INL) 
017). Far from being a binding document yet, nonetheless, the 
esolution lacks technical awareness ( Fosch-Villaronga, 2019 ) 
nd, accordingly, contains provisions—including the creation 

f specific legal status for robots—which can be ‘morally un- 
ecessary and legally troublesome’ ( Bryson et al., 2017 ). 

In this context of multiple regulatory bodies with mis- 
atching interests – one general and public; and the other one 

pecific and private – neither the regulator nor the addressee 
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
Technology Law and Practice, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clsr.2018.12
eem to exactly know what needs to be done ( Sabel et al. 2017 ),
lthough the users’ rights might be at stake in any case. This 
ncertainty is especially intriguing in specific fields of appli- 
ation where robots interact directly with children, elderly or 
isabled; especially if it is known that robots can cause moral 

mplications ( Salem et al. 2015 ). 
In this paper, we first briefly explain the distinction be- 

ween two different modes of regulation, i.e., standard-setting 
nd law-making, highlighting their respective features and 

heir reciprocal interrelationships, i.e., the related process of 
egulative “hardening,” in particular through the standard ju- 
idification processes in section II. The much-debated theo- 
etical issue of the normative and legal nature of standards 
dopted by private/hybrid organizations—such as the Inter- 
ational Standardization Organization (ISO)—is brought to the 

ore to comparatively analyze advantages and disadvantages 
f these different modes of regulation. Building on recent 
obot standards (ISO Standard 13482:2014 on Safety Require- 

ents for Personal Care Robots, BS 8611:2016 “Robots and 

obotic Devices. Guide to the ethical design and application 

f robots and robotic systems” and the IEEE SA 7000 series 
oncerning the ethics of autonomous and intelligent systems) 
nd recent robot regulations (drone, delivery, and autonomous 
ar legislation), succinctly described in Section III, we address 
he impacts and challenges of overlapping public/private reg- 
latory initiatives governing robotic technologies. 

In this paper, we question the sole use of standards—
nd their mere consequent harmonization—to govern robotic 
echnologies, as these may not provide sufficient protection to 
nd users. We also reflect on how public policymaking could 

ncrease their technical understanding of robot technology to 
evise an applicable and comprehensive framework for this 
echnology. 

In light of these reflections and considerations, we propose 
ifferent ways to integrate the technical know-how into poli- 
ymaking (e.g., collecting the data/knowledge generated from 

mpact assessments in shared data repositories, and using it 
or evidence-based policies) in section IV. In this section, we 
lso explain how the systems theory could help strengthen 

he legitimacy of standards. Section V includes the conclu- 
ions and final remarks. 

. Standard-setting vs. lawmaking 

.1. The concepts of ‘standard’ and ‘standardization’ 

efore comparing standard-setting and lawmaking, it is nec- 
ssary to recall two different meanings of standardization 

riefly. These are explained from a subjective and an objec- 
ive perspective: 

From a subjective perspective, i.e. that of the actor pro- 
ucing and/or adopting the norm, the concept of ‘standard- 
etting’ is a form of regulation put in place by organizations 
Golia, Robots, standards and the law: Rivalries between pri- 
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that, from an institutional standpoint, do not act as politi-
cally legitimated bodies, but as either private or hybrid actors,
whose legitimation is mainly based on their expertise ( Cafaggi
2011 ). In this regard, an organization may be considered ‘hy-
brid’ when, although wholly or partially financed by public
actors, its governance and its decision-making procedures
stay independent from them. Besides the ISO, an interna-
tional/transnational level other relevant standard-setting or-
ganizations are the International Accounting Standards Board
(IASB); the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS);
the Codex Alimentarius Commission (CAC); the Internet Cor-
poration for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN). 

From an objective perspective, definitions of ‘standard-
ization’ may vary in each case according to the proper
speculative purpose. However, it can be generally defined as
any ‘activity of establishing, with regard to actual or potential
problems, provisions for common and repeated use, aimed
at the achievement of the optimum degree of order in a
given context’; while ‘standard’ can be referred to as any
‘document, established by consensus and approved by a
recognized body, that provides, for common and repeated
use, rules, guidelines or characteristics for activities or their
results, aimed at the achievement of the optimum degree of
order in a given context’ ( ISO/IEC 2004 ). 

2.2. Differences between standard-setting and 

law-making 

Based on the concise definitions indicated above, in a general
and abstract way, it would be possible to draw up clear dif-
ferences between standard-setting and law-making. Indeed,
since the beginning of the modern era at least, i.e. since the
emergence of the State as dominant political actor, conven-
tionally set with the 1648 Westphalia Peace, law has been
conceived as a product of politically (not necessarily demo-
cratically) legitimated bodies, which gained the monopoly of
legitimate force in a given territory. In other words, accord-
ing to such normative perspective, only political processes
give institutions the legitimation to adopt rules valid and
enforceable in respect to all members of a community. 

Similarly, and again according to the paradigms of mod-
ern era, lawmaking does not necessarily relate to ‘the achieve-
ment of the optimum degree of order in a given context’,
but rather to the achievement of consensus and agreement
among the relevant (i.e. hegemonic) members of the commu-
nity on the substantive content of the rules themselves. This
consensus and only this consensus legitimates their overall
validity, enforceability, and binding nature. This further ex-
plains the paradox that in some jurisdictions legal rules may
even assume, e.g., that climate change is a ‘hoax,’ while sci-
entific evidence shows precisely the opposite. 

From this perspective, the fact that compliance with stan-
dards remains formally voluntary – but we further investigate
this claim – is considered as a demonstration that they do not
set legally binding rules, and somehow contributes to their
confinement to the blurred domain of the so-called soft law,
an a-technical phrase generally indicating any regulation con-
sidered as not directly enforceable, either for the absence of
genuine sanctions, or for its lack of precision ( Delmas-Marty
1986 and 1998 ). 
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
Technology Law and Practice, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clsr.2018.12
However, this conceptualization closely ties to the above-
mentioned assumptions of the modern era legal theory. In
fact, since the half of the XX century at least, legal systems
have undertaken a new type of fragmentation, which is not
based on territorial units anymore – as in the Westphalian or-
der – but rather on functionally differentiated units: science,
religion or economy. ( Luhmann1971 ). As a consequence of the
basically unlimited circulation of information, knowledge and
production factors ( Strange 1988 ), such fragments, which lied
latent in the legal orders of States in the form of ‘social norms’,
have today fully emerged, and, in different forms and to differ-
ent extents, have gradually set proper legal systems: lex mer-
catoria, lex digitalis, lex scientifica, lex sportiva , etc. These latter
connect functionally differentiated systems, based on differ-
ent and irreducible rationalities, and have become transna-
tional, partially freeing themselves from the limits imposed by
States’ control of territories ( Snyder 2003; Fischer-Lescano and
Teubner 2004; Catà Backer 2007, 2014 ). In short, the functional
differentiation, together with the processes of globalization,
generating a plurality of de-centered transnational legal sys-
tems, with their sources of legitimation, which does not only
deprive politically legitimated law of its effectiveness but of
actual regulatory domains. 

2.3. Intertwinement 

According to what we just argued, setting a clear distinction
between soft law and hard law, between standard-setting and
lawmaking, is today quite problematic. This is further shown
by their intertwinement and reciprocal cross-references, jus-
tified by actual and technical needs. 

Indeed, standardization is necessary to both private ac-
tors (especially enterprises) and States. Transnational enter-
prises (TNEs) increasingly externalize, so to say, the functions
of self-regulation and self-organization to hybrid institutions,
for several reasons. First, they gain credibility in the eyes of
consumers and, more generally, legitimation towards exter-
nal actors. Secondly, compliance with standards is often a
condition to access specific or protected markets or to take
part in public procurements. Thirdly, and most importantly,
standardization enables more efficient coordination and
cooperation, by reducing uncertainty and transaction costs,
and allowing a high degree of technological and productive
interoperability ( Howard-Grenville et al. 2008; Gunningham et
al. 2004; Vesting 2004 ). 

However, in contemporary economic and social context,
standardization is even more necessary to States. Indeed,
standards perform the fundamental function of regulating
transnational phenomena (from finance to fishery, from cor-
porate social responsibility to clinical and technological trials)
where States do not manage to reach political agreements,
through the traditional forms of binding international law
( Fenwick 2013; Kjaer 2013; Renner 2013 ). Thus, also from the
perspective of States, standardization constitutes an example
of externalization of functions once exclusively held by them
( De Londras 2011 ). An example is the recent calls of the EP to
the EC on harmonizing technical standards (ex 22, Resolution
2015/2103(INL) 2017): 
Golia, Robots, standards and the law: Rivalries between pri- 
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Standardization, safety, and security 

Highlights that the issue of setting standards and granting 
interoperability is crucial for future competition in the field 

of AI and robotics technologies; calls on the Commission 

to continue to work on the international harmonization of 
technical standards, in particular together with the Euro- 
pean Standardization Organizations and the International 
Standardization Organization, in order to foster innova- 
tion, to avoid fragmentation of the internal market and to 
guarantee a high level of product safety and consumer pro- 
tection including where appropriate minimum safety stan- 
dards in the work environment; stresses the importance of 
lawful reverse-engineering and open standards, in order to 
maximize the value of innovation and to ensure that robots 
can communicate with each other; welcomes, in this re- 
spect, the setting up of special technical committees, such 

as ISO/TC 299 Robotics, dedicated exclusively to developing 
standards on robotics. 

This means that ‘public relevant’ functions of transna- 
ional regulation are necessarily outsourced to bodies with- 
ut political and democratic legitimation, which States can 

nfluence only to some extent. Moreover, States become in 

ractice more and more dependent on the activity of stan- 
ardization of hybrid bodies, insofar as it is much more cost- 
fficient incorporating into domestic law sources already elab- 
rated and ‘used’ by the operators, than elaborating new and 

ess effective ones ( Callies and Renner 2009 ). Further, and for 
he same reasons, abandoning already established standards 
an be prohibitive for most of the States and their economies 
 Tully 2007 ). 

In the face of States’ marginal influence, standardization 

odies and institutions are, on the contrary, much more af- 
ected by private actors and TNEs in their respective processes 
f norm-production. Indeed, these latter are generally based 

n criteria of accuracy, suitability, adequacy, and impartial- 
ty towards the addressees, and foresee forms of consulta- 
ion, participation and consensus-building as broad as pos- 
ible among the stakeholders ( Cassese 2012 ). In some cases,
uch participation occurs informally, without binding mecha- 
isms. However, private actors and producers – especially in 

he field of new technologies – are normally the only ones to 
old the know-how, necessary to the formulation of the stan- 
ards themselves, as well as the resources necessary to assure 
 continued participation/involvement, especially when com- 
ared to consumers’ associations, human rights, NGOs and 

he governments of developing States ( Tully 2007 ). 
All such elements result in a substantial monopoly held 

y hybrid bodies in some fields of transnational regulation, a 
onopoly that further diminishes their need of legitimation 

efore non-participating or underrepresented actors. 

.4. Hardening process 

aving described the reality of standard-setting in contempo- 
ary transnational regulation, we can now better understand 

ts importance and centrality. Soft-law is the category usually 
sed for standard-setting. This latter, as we already men- 
ioned above, is a fluctuating and blurred notion, comprising 
 wide arrange of forms of normativity posited between 
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
Technology Law and Practice, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clsr.2018.12
ard law and non-law. Indeed, especially political sciences 
heorists tend to conceive ‘soft law’ as a shorthand term ‘to 
istinguish a broad class of deviations from hard law—and,
t the other extreme, from purely political arrangements in 

hich legalization is largely absent’ ( Abbot and Snidal 2000 ,
22). However, regardless of purely nominalist issues, only 
 highly formalistic insight could regard these sources as 
on-binding: we have seen that complying with them is often 

uch more necessary (to both States and private actors) 
han with the rules of so-called hard (both domestic and 

nternational) law. That is why transnational private/hybrid 

egulation and standardization puts into question the very 
ivide between hard (i.e., politically legitimated) law and soft 

i.e., politically non-legitimated) law, which becomes much 

ore blurred, insofar as these forms of normativity become 
ncreasingly autonomous from States ( Teubner 1997 ), and 

he non-compliance with the principles and rules set in 

tandards may often involve much more serious practical 
onsequences than the violation of hard law. Indeed, as we 
xplain below, the exclusion from ‘closed’ markets and pro- 
uctive fields, prohibitive interoperability and transactions 
osts—which often follow the non-compliance to ‘private’ 
tandards—constitute in most of the cases more effective 
sanctions’ than the formally legal ones. 

However, how does this reality emerge into the legal world? 
s we have seen, positivistic assumptions tie the dogmatic 

enets of modern law, where the State is the sole rule-maker.
herefore, political law-makers, legal practitioners and judges 
till need hard-law provisions to give relevance or, more gen- 
rally, to ‘see’ private and hybrid regulation ( Michaels 2005 ).
his fact leads us to the issue of the dynamic relationship be- 

ween standard-setting and lawmaking, up to now analyzed 

rom a static perspective. 
In general, and for classificatory purposes, such dy- 

amic relationship may be divided into three macro- 
ypes ( Michaels 2005 ): (1) competition/rejection; (2) coordina- 
ion/delegation/incorporation; (3) deference. 

1) The competition/rejection type, rarer and rarer, occurs 
when hard-law provisions explicitly forbid or try to substi- 
tute standards with different substantive content. In this 
case, States oppose more or less directly to the very idea 
of private rule-making in a given regulatory field. One ex- 
ample is the new Regulation 2017/745 on Medical Devices,
which extends its scope to devices with both a medical and 

a non-medical intended purpose. According to the Art. 1.3 
of the medical device regulation, these devices “shall fulfill 
the requirements applicable to devices cumulatively with 

an intended medical purpose and those applicable to de- 
vices without an intended medical purpose.” In this case,
the lawmaking overrides and rejects the division that the 
industry had created when they released safety standards 
for non-medical service robots (personal care robots, ISO 

13482:2014) and medical devices (ISO 13485:2016). Today,
lower limb exoskeletons for rehabilitation, activities of the 
daily living or industrial applications have to comply with 

the medical device regulation cumulatively. 
2) More often, especially in the EU regulatory framework 

( Senden 2005 ), the relationship between standards and law 

is based on coordination/delegation/incorporation, which 
Golia, Robots, standards and the law: Rivalries between pri- 
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in turn takes different forms. In general, hard-law pro-
visions set general principles in a given regulatory field,
leaving to private/hybrid bodies the task to adopt de-
tailed technical rules. The public regulator may set an
entire discipline (both principles and details), only appli-
cable in the absence of detailed standards. Giving such
power to standards could lead standards to derogate
whatever the public regulator has established. Further,
State law can even incorporate standards into the do-
mestic legal system, with explicit provisions. The coor-
dination/delegation/incorporation type aims to promote
forms of ‘controlled’ or ‘regulated’ self-regulation by pri-
vate/hybrid actors ( Braithwaite 1982; Ayers and Braith-
waite 1992 ). More generally, what we classify as coordi-
nation/delegation/incorporation comprises all the cases
where States are willing to accept, for different reasons,
some degree of autonomy by private actors but still want-
ing to somehow control them from the outside ( Hennebel
and Lewkowicz 2007 ). One example is the Machinery Direc-
tive 2006/42/EC, which includes some provisions referring
to the presumption of conformity with the directive if har-
monized standards have been followed (Art. 7 Machinery
Directive). 

3) Finally, deference occurs, especially in particularly new
regulatory fields such as robotics, artificial intelligence and
new technologies in general, when a hard law provision
does not refer to standards nor makes them unlawful. In
these cases, the politically legitimated law does not ‘see’
directly standards legally, but it rather reduces them to
‘facts.’ In such cases, it is the judicial practice to let them
emerge and to set up a de facto ‘inter-normativity’ or ‘inter-
legality’ among legal systems ( Delmas-Marty 2006; Zum-
bansen 2011; Teubner and Korth 2012; Jur ̌cis et al. 2013 ).
For example, judges may resort to the concept of good faith
and fairness in the implementation of a contract, or in a
tort dispute. Further, they may use the concept of ‘best
practices’ in a given field, to which both criminal and civil
law provisions often refer. These provisions, used in this
way by judges, work exactly as renvoi , i.e., as norms per-
mitting the application of a rule belonging to a different le-
gal system. Thus, regardless of their appearance and nomen
iuris , concepts such as good faith or best practices be-
come the entry points of private/hybrid functional systems
into political systems ( Teubner 2004 ). It is apparent that
deference occurs when States are not willing (or are not
able) to impose even minimum constraints to standard-
setters, with the result that the burden of the decision
concerning the ‘entry’ of standards, falls almost entirely
on judicial bodies, with the consequent expansion of the
power of these latter and, more generally, of judge-made
law ( Delmas-Marty 2007; Teubner 2002 ). Further, and con-
versely, deference involves the maximum degree of auton-
omy by private/hybrid regulators, which are not called to
abide by even the most general politically-legitimated prin-
ciples, except for the public policy and mandatory rules, in
those jurisdictions where these latter constitute a bar to
the recognition/enforcement of contracts. 

To sum up, in these different types of dynamic relationship
States have the opportunity to influence, affect and ‘irritate,’
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
Technology Law and Practice, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clsr.2018.12
so to say, both the substantive content and the legitimacy
of standards and private/hybrid regulation, to push them
to internalize non-technical rationalities. In one sentence:
to contribute their (internal) re-politicization ( Teubner 1998;
Bomhoff and Meuwese 2011 ). 

3. Recent regulatory developments for 
emerging robot technologies 

In the previous section, we have recalled the general issues
concerning the standard-setting/lawmaking divide, this sec-
tion addresses more specifically the challenges and miscom-
munications between the robot and the regulatory develop-
ment, especially within the private-setting and public policy-
making dichotomy. 

Regulation is complicated on many occasions ( Hutter 2016 ).
Regulating something usually entails the interaction between
four constraints: the architecture of what needs to be reg-
ulated, the social norms surrounding the area where the
thing is, the rules of the market (offer and demand) and
the law ( Lessig 2006 ). In general terms, the plurality and the
de-centeredness of transnational legal systems, all the un-
known risks of the regulated field, or all the unforeseeable
impacts of a hard-law instrument stand in the way of regula-
tion ( Shelton 2003 ). Concerning emerging robot technologies
regulation, other factors such as the autonomous behavior
of robots, trigger its complexity even more. Indeed, although
not all robots are autonomous systems, those autonomous
operate with very little human control, perform a task dif-
ferentiating between different contexts of use on their own,
and alter their behavior accordingly without human interven-
tion. The autonomy of robot technology challenges the appli-
cation of traditional metric-threshold-test regulatory frame-
works ( Danks and London 2017 ), and the understanding of
how could these systems be regulated. 

Another critical factor limiting regulation is the speed with
which robotics advances, which significantly hinders the un-
derstanding of the need to create technology-specific, long
lasting benchmarks. Developing a hard law at early stages of
the development of a robot may make little sense because
its associated impacts might be unknown. What’s more, it
might not even be clear whether the robot enters the market,
or whether it is left aside like many other lab experiments.
The mere application of guidelines at a more mature devel-
opment stage may lead to under-regulation. These uncertain-
ties on when do we have to regulate technology have been
already pointed out in the literature under different names:
the Collingridge dilemma ( Collingridge 1982 ), the ‘regulatory
trilemma’ ( Teubner 1987 ), or recently called the pacing prob-
lem ( Marchant, Braden and Herkert 2011 ). Beyond a possible
regulatory capture and the enforceability battle between the
nature of the regulatory instruments (standards vs. hard law),
these dilemmas lead to a step-back problem, that is: how to
identify the need to generate guidelines for new technolo-
gies in the first place, and how, when and what content is
deemed appropriate for such technologies ( Fosch-Villaronga
and Heldeweg, 2018 ). 

While these factors might challenge public regulatory ini-
tiatives, this is not usually the case for private setters, who
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ave already developed standards for robot technologies. In 

he following sub-sections, we compile industrial standards 
or robot technology (service robotics, and the ethical design 

f robot technology). We also compile recent pieces of legis- 
ation covering drones, self-driving cars, delivery, and health- 
are robots to illustrate the dissonances between public and 

rivate regulatory initiatives. 

.1. Service robot standards 

efore 2014, there was not any standard that governed the use 
nd development of service robots. Previously, robot standard 

egulation focused mainly on industrial robots, a robot type 
hat traditionally had minimal interaction with humans, and 

hat performed repetitive tasks in well-defined environments.
or these reasons, private standards (mainly ISO 10218 Robots 
nd robotic devices, Safety requirements for industrial robots,
art 1 and 2) ensured safety by separating the robot from the 
uman operator fencing the robot and reducing to the maxi- 
um level the human-robot interaction ( Fosch-Villaronga and 

irk 2016 ). This standard integrated into the European legisla- 
ive framework via the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC. 

The introduction of collaborative robots in the workplace 
hat closely interact with humans (also called co-bots), and 

he exponential growth of service robots, however, makes 
ne wonder whether industrial standards address the issues 
risen by robots outside the industrial environment or not.
ervice robots are designed to interact directly with the gen- 
ral public and to perform tasks in multiple and not pre- 
efined scenarios, like the household or the public space.
hese robots call for different safety strategies because they 

nteract with non-expert users in different ways: physical 
assive contact (robotic wheelchairs), physical active contact 

by attachment to the users’ bodies like exoskeletons), indi- 
ect contact (drone technology) or socially (socially assistive 
obots, cognitive therapeutic robots) ( Fosch-Villaronga 2017 ).
et, current European Harmonized Standards do not cover ar- 
as such as automated vehicles or machines, additive manu- 
acturing, collaborative robots/systems, or robots outside the 
ndustrial environment ( Simmonds et al. 2017; Spiliopoulou- 
aparia 2017 ), and this leaves manufacturers without know- 

ng to what standards they have to adhere to ensure their 
obots are safe. 

The following sub-sections collect recent standard setting 
nitiatives that govern the use and development of service 
obots. The first sub-section is about the ISO 13482:2014 Safety 
equirements for Personal Care Robots and the second ex- 
lains the rise of robot ethical standards, including the BS 
611:2016 and the IEEE Ethically Aligned Design initiative. 

.1.1. The case of ISO 13482:2014 on personal care robots 
ersonal care robot research has been going on for a couple 
f decades now. In the 1990s, some groups where develop- 

ng voice-controlled robotic wheelchair ( Stanton et al. 1990; 
iller and Slack 1995 ), others focused on arm exoskeletons 

 Bergamasco, et al. 1994; Caldwell et al. 1995 ), and researchers 
t MIT were working social robots that would be used for care 
pplications in the future ( Breazeal and Scassellatti 1999 ). 

Although this research was rapidly evolving, it was not un- 
il February 2014 that the ISO presented a technical frame- 
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
Technology Law and Practice, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clsr.2018.12
ork. This framework was on the safety requirements for per- 
onal care robots (ISO 13482:2014), that is, for those ‘service 
obots that perform actions contributing directly towards im- 
rovement in the quality of life of humans, excluding med- 

cal applications’ that ‘[…] might include physical contact 
ith the human to perform the task’. Instead of fencing the 

obots of the humans to ensure safety, this standard addresses 
he physical human-robot interaction hazards by stipulating 
afety requirements on several design factors such as robot 
hape, robot motion, energy supply, and storage or incorrect 
utonomous decisions. The standard represented a step for- 
ard in the provision of minimum safety requirements for 

his type of service robots, which was at that time lacking.
till, the framework, had some limitations ( Fosch-Villaronga 
015; Fosch-Villaronga and Virk 2016 ). ‘Personal care’ was not 
efined throughout the standard. Instead, some examples of 
ersonal care robots: person carrier, physical assistant and 

obile servant; and the statement ‘future editions of this 
nternational Standard might include more specific require- 

ents on particular types of personal care robots, as well as 
ore complete numeric data for different categories of people 

e.g., children, elderly, pregnant women)’ was included. With 

o other information, this statement conveys the impression 

hat the standard is a temporary benchmark and that there 
hould be in place special requirements for different types of 
sers. This brings about uncertainties with regards to what is 
he protected scope of the framework, as it could be that a per- 
onal care robot is certified under the standard without having 
aken into consideration any special safety requirements for 
ifferent types of user. Can pregnant women use lower-limb 
xoskeletons? Should producers establish special safeguards 
or overweight patients? Can epileptic patients use mobile ser- 
ant robots? 

The standard is concerned with the physical aspects of 
he human-robot interaction. However, and as we mentioned,
e interact with personal care robots in many various ways: 
hysically passive or active (including attached to the body),
nd cognitive (if robots are meant to interact with the user so- 
ially). If ‘mental communication and emotional contact are 
stablished between the robot and the person’ ( Rodi ́c et al.
016 ), and if robots may cause psychological harm (Resolution 

015/2103(INL) 2017), applying physical safeguards might be 
ssential but may not suffice to provide comprehensive pro- 
ection to the user. At the moment, however, there is little re- 
earch on cognitive or psychological harm, although it seems 
o be significant if the main channel of interaction between 

he user and the robot happens at the cognitive level ( Fosch- 
illaronga 2016 ). 

The standard disregards the cognitive aspects. Certified 

nd perceived safety are two different things ( Salem et al.
015 ). Following standards can guarantee and certify safety,
ut it is more challenging to address perceived safety as 
his refers to the perception of the subject/user of a robot.
his perceived safety can happen at the physical level, for 

nstance in light of fear of falling during the rehabilitation 

ith an exoskeleton (which completely constraints the cor- 
ect performance of the device); but also at the cognitive level,
or instance, fear of suffering from a psychological risk after 
ong-term robot usage in neurorehabilitation. Knowing that 
he law protects the physical and the mental integrity, this 
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standard falls short in addressing different issues arising from
the human-robot interaction (something already highlighted
by the EP). 

Semantic confusions are also present in the standard. For
instance, the use of the term “wheeled passenger carrier” is
misleading, as instead of a person carrier robot category it
seems it is referring to wheelchairs ( Fosch-Villaronga and Roig
2017 ). Wheelchairs are medical devices and, thus, they have
to comply with the medical device legislation. The Art. 1.3 of
the new regulation for medical devices reinforces this idea by
extending the scope of the regulation to devices that present
similar characteristics. 

While ISO 13482:2014 is concerned with physical safety re-
quirements, the legislative system includes many other fun-
damental rights to be protected. The euRobotics projects on
the legal and ethical aspects since 2010, and the European
Robolaw project have repeatedly highlighted that robots raise
legal and ethical questions with regards to (1) health, safety,
consumer and environmental regulation; (2) liability; (3) intel-
lectual property rights; (4) privacy and data protection; and (5)
capacity to perform legal transactions. These findings high-
light that, available industrial standards that establish safety
requirements for service robots deployed in personal care, are
not offering enough protection to users. 

3.1.2. The rise of robot design ethical standards 
Service robots in sensitive contexts such as healthcare facili-
ties perform tasks in close contact with users that could be el-
derly, children or infirmed people). In such cases, robots could
compromise not only safety but also other aspects such as
privacy, dignity or autonomy. Indeed, robot technology can
have by-product moral implications ( Salem et al. 2015 ) such
as a loss of human contact, reinforcement of existing socio-
economic inequalities or failure in delivering good care. Fail-
ing to accommodate such concerns could harm users in con-
crete, and the society at large. 

The existence of such concerns may directly derive from
the little awareness of the consequences of the use and de-
velopment of robot technology in different areas. This is ex-
acerbated by the tardiness of the legal system in providing
greater regulatory clarity, effectiveness, efficiency and/or le-
gitimacy for new developments, which usually is torn between
the need to establish new rules or not (moreover, it is not an
exception in the case of robot technology) ( Fosch-Villaronga
and Heldeweg 2018 ). In these cases, the industry bets for fill-
ing such regulatory gap with standards. In the case of robot
technology, private actors have developed standards that in-
corporate other aspects than safety. The clearest examples are
the British Standard (BS) 8611:2016 “Robots and Robotic De-
vices. Guide to the ethical design and application of robots and
robotic systems” and the IEEE Ethically Aligned Design from
the IEEE Global Initiative and Standard Association. 

The BS 8611:2016 identifies twenty moral hazards and risks
grouped on societal, application, commercial/financial and
environmental categories, and provides guidelines to mitigate
or reduce risks associated with these categories to an accept-
able level. The standard provides engineers with the tools to
conduct an ethical risk assessment. Although created ex novo,
these guidelines are built on existing safety requirements for
industrial, personal care and medical robots. 
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
Technology Law and Practice, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clsr.2018.12
The IEEE initiative was born “to ensure every technologist
is educated, trained, and empowered to prioritize ethical con-
siderations in the design and development of autonomous
and intelligent systems” (IEEE Ethically Aligned Design 2016).
While some researchers have already pointed out that con-
cepts such as ‘privacy’ cannot be hardcoded ( Koops and
Leenes 2014 ), the standard has an entire section on how
to promote the embedment of values into autonomous
intelligent systems. Other sections include general princi-
ples, methods to guide ethical research and design, safety
and beneficence of artificial general intelligence and artifi-
cial superintelligence, personal data and individual access
control, the reframing autonomous weapon systems, and
economic/humanitarian issues. 

Although these standards could be a first step in providing
a comprehensive framework to address multi-faceted risks as-
sociated with robotic technologies, they raise two important
questions, one being whether standards should cost money,
and the other being whether the decentralization of standard
makers promotes safer or less safe common safeguard base-
line. While the IEEE Global Initiative document is for free, the
BS has a member and a non-member fee. The same happens
with ISO standards. This phenomenon conveys the impres-
sion that the (soft-)Law is being privatized ( Fosch-Villaronga
and Roig 2017 ). If the more and more we rely on standards (be-
cause they can externalize essential functions), should they
continue being offered for a price? Concerning the second
question, the EC enounced in 2017 that ‘manufacturers and
other economic operators are free to choose any other techni-
cal solution that proves compliance with mandatory legal re-
quirements’ (EC Harmonized Standards 2017). Covered in an
openness veil, this could entail diversity on risk assessment
criteria, the responsibility of which does not fall under the cer-
tification agency. Do all ethical standards offer enough protec-
tion to users? 

3.2. Legislative developments of robot technology 

In light of the exponential growth of service robot technology,
a discussion on the pros and cons of private setting is insuf-
ficient. This discussion needs a parallel overarching legal de-
sign analysis of the dynamics of regulation on robotics, and an
exploration of different options for enhancing an open struc-
tured regulatory approach that takes into account more as-
pects than jus safety at the public policymaking level. 

This section introduces a collection of recent regulatory de-
velopments from the public policymaking governing different
types of robots. The majority of the existing laws revolving
around robots and artificial technologies focus on drones and
self-driving cars, although there are recent examples of laws
for delivery robots. At first glance, these specific-robot laws
seem to reinforce the idea that there is the need to give clarity
and a legislative response to certain types of technology, in-
cluding what are the consequences for non-compliance. They
also suggest that general all-embracing-robot-type rules may
not suffice to provide an adequate response to robot develop-
ers and, in consequence, to protect the rights of the users. Still,
a closer look to the provisions reveals ambiguities and disso-
nances with the state of the art of the technology that does not
Golia, Robots, standards and the law: Rivalries between pri- 
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1 Cfr.: https://www.theverge.com/2016/3/24/11297050/tay- 
microsoft- chatbot- racist . 
ecessarily provide greater clarity and legal certainty than the 
tandards governing robot technology. 

.2.1. European initiatives to regulate robot technology 
s mentioned in the introduction, in February 2017 the Eu- 

opean Parliament released a very pioneer Resolution on Civil 
aw Rules on Robotics 2015/2103(INL). The resolution included 

eneral remarks on legal issues such as liability, insurance, in- 
ellectual property, safety, and privacy; different types of robot 
pplications such as care robots, medical robots, drones, and 

utonomous cars; and it also covered different contexts of use 
nd social aspects, for instance, unemployment, environment,
ducation, social division, and discrimination. 

The EP postponed the task of defining what a ‘smart robot’ 
n the legal domain, although it identified indissociable as- 
ects of robot technology like the capacity to (1) acquire auton- 
my through sensors and/or by exchanging data with its envi- 
onment (inter-connectivity) and the analysis of those data; (2) 
earn through experience and interaction; (3) adapt its behav- 
ors and actions to its environment. The EP also highlighted 

hat robots have physical support. In a follow-up document,
he EC was uncertain on whether a definition for the concepts 
cyber-physical system’, ‘autonomous system’ or ‘smart au- 
onomous robot’ was necessary for regulatory purposes (EC 

esponse to the Resolution 2015/2103(INL) 2017). 
Although this resolution represents one of the first pub- 

ic policymaking efforts to address the uncertainties revolving 
round the use and development of robot technologies, this 

ege ferenda raises some concerns: 

- There are some references to science fiction, including 
Laws of Robotics (referring to Asimov’s laws) that ‘must be 
regarded as being directed at the designers, producers, and 

operators of robots, since those laws cannot be converted 

into machine code’; 
- EP defined robot’s autonomy as ‘the ability to take deci- 

sions and implement them in the outside world, indepen- 
dently of external control or influence,’ which suggests the 
possibility to have a responsibility gap for the autonomous 
actions of robot technology ( Johnson 2015 ); 

- Assuming that there is a responsibility gap, the EP proposes 
the creation of special legal status for robots, and apply 
electronic personality in certain cases; 

- The identification of the (possible) decrease of human- 
human interaction after the introduction of care robots,
with a complete disregard of the fact that care robot users 
might be already alone, that they may want to be alone (e.g.
when they need to be fed, or cleaned), or the fact that robot 
technology could be a bridge between humans; 

- The introduction of the concept of reversibility, which 

refers to “the ability to undo the last action or a sequence 
of actions allows users to undo undesired actions and get 
back to the ‘good’ stage of their work” but that it could be 
difficult to apply in cyber-physical environments; 

- The creation of an insurance schema revolving around 

robot technologies, without stating which robots should 

deserve insurance. 

The EC responded to the resolution by saying that they 
eed to analyze the issue more in depth before giving a more 
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
Technology Law and Practice, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clsr.2018.12
etailed response. The EC agreed on the fact that legal un- 
ertainty concerning civil law liability may affect the develop- 
ent of robot technology negatively. In this respect, they have 

aunched an evaluation of the Directive 85/374/EEC on Liabil- 
ty for Defective Products to increase legal certainty around 

he allocation of liability. The Commission argues that robots 
nvolve a physical/machinery part and complex software sys- 
ems, and determining who is liable in such ecosystems is dif- 
cult (EC Response to the Resolution 2015/2103(INL) 2017). 

The EC states that much more analysis is required to deter- 
ine what constitutes a robot or not, and agrees that an insur- 

nce schema needs to careful consideration. The Commission 

ushes towards the creation of new testing regimes includ- 
ng piloting, modeling, simulation, and virtual testing because 
ld tests might not be sufficient to determine whether a robot 

s safe or not. However, even if robot technologies may need 

ew testing zones, machine learning capabilities, in particu- 
ar, reinforcement learning, may challenge the effectiveness 
f such testing zone, as the robot might continue learning af- 
er its insertion in the society. Indeed, machine learning ca- 
abilities may create, over time and depending on how they 

earn from experience, robots that are unique. Having many 
obots, evolving in different directions might challenge certifi- 
ation processes (the certified safety we were referring before).
his uniqueness might lead to the creation of robots that be- 
ave imperfectly, i.e., robots that are not compliant one hun- 
red percent to their pre-set rules. In the words of Konok et al.

2018) , these robots may end up being unique, disobedient and 

mperfect, which can affect their trust and reliability. Do we 
ant as a society to have non-compliant robots whatever the 

easons for that may be? If yes, should they be tested in a con-
rolled environment? Would the society be O.K. having a robot 
hat ends up behaving like Tay? 1 

.2.2. Self-driving cars legislation 

emoving human drivers from the road accident equation and 

roviding mobility options for elderly and impaired people are 
he main reasons for developing self-driving cars. Self-driving 
ars incorporate an autonomous system capable of perform- 
ng all aspects of the driving task without a human driver.
ome regulations even state that such autonomous system 

will not at any time request that a driver assumes any por- 
ion of the dynamic driving task when the automated driv- 
ng system is operating within its operational design domain’ 
GA S 219 2017). To perform such task, vast amounts of data,
ncluding user’s data, need to be collected and processed. In- 
ernational policymakers from Japan, US, and EU have already 
rawn attention to this issue (Japan Draft Rules 2017; Pillath 

016 ; NCSL 2017). 
Existing laws, however, did not conceive the possibility 

o have driverless cars. Not even the most recent amended 

ersion of the Convention of Vienna has contemplated such 

 possibility, as it still requires in every vehicle a human 

river (ECE/TRANS/WP.1/145 2016). Some countries have de- 
ided to address this gap through the development of legisla- 
ion directed toward the addressing of the challenges arisen by 
riverless cars. The National Conference of State Legislatures 
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(NCSL) database, for instance, contains all the enacted legis-
lation concerning autonomous vehicles in the United States
(NCSL 2017). 

In European territory regulatory initiatives are less present.
It seems Europe is not very keen on establishing rules for tech-
nologies not yet applied ( Pillath 2016 ), although there are some
examples touching upon self-driving cars: a German law that
allows the testing of self-driving cars on public roads, or the
Vehicle Technology and Aviation Bill of the U.K. that aims at
modernizing the vehicle policies. Europe, however, requires
harmonized approaches to avoid fragmentation, which could
impede and jeopardize European competitiveness. Disparities
among legislations, in fact, are what lead NHTSA state the im-
portance of delineating Federal and State regulatory respon-
sibility scheme for motor vehicle operation. The main prob-
lem of USA lied on how to add or amend State authority on
autonomous driving systems, suggesting that it should only
be NHTSA to write about safety design and performance as-
pects of autonomous driving systems (NHTSA Best Practices
for State Legislatures 2017). In this respect, Japan is drafting
legislation on self-driving cars because they seek to develop
this technology for the Olympic games in 2020 (Japan Drafts
Rules for Autonomous Vehicles 2017). 

Although there is no global and general agreement of the
content of the topics that involve the development and use
of self-driving cars, legislation tends to cover the same topics:
definitions, insurance and liability, operation on public roads,
privacy of collected vehicle data, cybersecurity of the vehicle,
vehicle inspection and testing, licensing and registration, and
operator requirements among others. 

A novelty and a positive aspect of self-driving cars regu-
lations is the inclusion of the data protection and cybersecu-
rity angles. Indeed, these vehicles can generate, collect, trans-
mit personal data such as favorite music, preferred places
or routes, home/work positions or routines, which threat-
ens data protection ( Pillath 2016 ). Associating self-driving cars
with informational privacy-related threats is essential be-
cause a cybersecurity threat to an autonomous vehicle could
jeopardize the safety of the passengers at an unprecedented
scale. 

There are, however, some disparities and dissonances in
the legislation. In the State of New York, for instance, strict
liability is for manufacturers, owners and operators of un-
manned motor vehicles (NY A 7243 2017). In Georgia, the users
of a self-driving car do not require a driving license (GA S 219
2017), but in Japan, autonomous car testing is only allowed if
the driver has a driving license is in charge (and who would be
held responsible in the event of an accident). At some point,
NHTSA said that they would identify the artificial intelligent
(AI) system of the car as the driver. Today it is uncertain who
would be liable in case of a car crash on their website (NHTSA
Website 2018). 

3.2.3. Drone technology legislation 

Although they have received several names, including Un-
manned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or Unmanned Aircraft System
(UAS), ‘drone’ is the common word to refer to pilotless air-
craft remotely controlled or on autonomous navigation mode.
Drones have typically operated in the military field for surveil-
lance and attacks. The industry found a niche in the market
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
Technology Law and Practice, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clsr.2018.12
and has recently developed drones for civil uses, including
parcel delivery, agriculture, inspection, surveillance, search
and rescue, and lately for picturing and filming. 

The Convention on International Civil Aviation states that
existing rights and obligations apply equally to manned and
unmanned civil aircraft (ICAO 2011). However, the Riga Decla-
ration declared that these drones are new types of aircraft –
not to be confused with airplanes or other types of aircraft –
and that, in consequence, they needed to be treated with pro-
portionate rules based on the risk of each operation. The Riga
Declaration advocated for a risk-based regulation (Riga Dec-
laration 2015). In August 2016, the European Aviation Safety
Agency (EASA) adopted a regulation that, although still being
a prototype, aims at regulating UAS in an operation-centric,
progressive and risk-/performance-based manner (EASA Pro-
totype Regulation 2016). 

The fact that EASA is concerned with airspace and out-
door regulations, however, indoor drones (warehouse drones
for instance) or even new applications of drone technology
(like the sex drones) could be left out of the regulated scope.
Moreover, this regulation fails in integrating all the aspects re-
volving around the operation of drones for civil uses: safety
( Clarke and Lyria 2014 ) privacy ( Calo 2011; Cavoukian 2012 )
or broader aspects such as responsibility, liability and insur-
ance, data protection, societal impacts, acceptance or ethics
( Boucher 2015 ). Failing to integrate all these aspects in regula-
tion could lead to legal uncertainties with regards to the ap-
plicable safeguards, and leave consumers/users unprotected. 

3.2.4. Delivery robots legislation 

Autonomous delivery robots are a clear example of how
technological developments give rise to legislative gaps. Also
called electric personal delivery devices, personal courier, or
unmanned sidewalk delivery robots, these robots transport
property along sidewalks, shared-use paths or crosswalks in a
semi-/autonomous manner. Manufacturers claim that a per-
son can get any good at any time – depending on user’s pref-
erences – in a very securely manner (Starship 2017). 

These robots did not fit into the existing vehicle categories,
not even within self-driving cars, and that is why different
states in the United States passed state laws to govern them.
Virginia was the first state to legislate on electric personal de-
livery devices in 2017 (House Bill 2016). 

Although the laws might slightly differ among them, they
tend to define weight limit, maximum speed, allowed technol-
ogy incorporated into the device. They also cover co-existing
common rules: devices shall operate safely in order not to en-
danger pedestrians or traffic, do not carry hazardous materi-
als (substances and waste), include visible contact informa-
tion, and that they need to obey all traffic regulations, includ-
ing yielding the right-of-way to any pedestrian. These laws
typically allow the robots to operate in the state territory un-
less prohibited expressly. Although the provisions may not be
technical or directly applicable, they are quite concrete. 

A dissonant provision in the Virginia legislation relates to
the concession of rights and duties to the delivery robots. Last
paragraph of § 46.2–904 HB 2016 reads ‘an electric personal
delivery device operated on a sidewalk or shared-use path
or across a roadway on a crosswalk shall have all the rights
and duties of a pedestrian under the same circumstances.’
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2 See the non-medical type robot (certified by ISO 13482:2014) 
here: https://www.cyberdyne.jp/english/products/fl05.html ; and 

the one for medical purposes here: https://www.cyberdyne.jp/ 
english/products/LowerLimb _ medical.html . 
ifferent scholars have discussed the concession of rights to 
utonomous agents, often comparing it to the concession of 
ights to animals or corporations ( Laukyte 2013; Darling 2016 ) 
r electronic agents ( Teubner 2006 ; European Parliament 
esolution 2017). At this point, it is uncertain what status 
r –hood (personhood, robothood, agenthood) robots should 

eceive. The EP has recently suggested the electronic person 

t best in this discussion, although it has been primarily 
riticized ( Bryson et al. 2017 ). 

As that provision § 46.2–904 gives the same rights as 
edestrians to the riders of bicycles, electric personal assistive 
obility device, motorized skateboard or foot-scooter, motor- 

riven cycle, or an electric power-assisted bicycle on a 
idewalk; it seems to imply that delivery robots, riders of such 

evices and pedestrians shall have the same rights and duties.
Another dissonant piece of information can be found nev- 

rtheless along the lawmaking process. Whereas stakeholder 
nvolvement in policymaking is found to be crucial, this pro- 
ess needs to objective, open, and transparent, which is not 
lways the case. The Estonian delivery robot company Star- 
hip helped the State of Virginia write their law on delivery 
obots. Having only one voice in robot law negotiation process 

ay lead to tailored legislation that only benefits a few ( Glaser 
017 ). 

.2.5. Healthcare robots legislation 

he European Commission’s Robotics for Healthcare 
oadmap defines the healthcare robot domain as ‘the domain 

f systems able to perform coordinated mechatronic actions 
force or movement exertions) on the basis of processing 
f information acquired through sensor technology, with 

he aim to support the functioning of impaired individuals,
edical interventions, care and rehabilitation of patients and 

lso to support individuals in prevention programs.’ The areas 
f innovation related to this domain are medical interven- 
ion, supporting professional care, preventive therapies and 

iagnosis, assistive technology and rehabilitation treatment.
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
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ealthcare robots come in various forms, including robot toys 
sed as medical devices, upper-/lower-limb exoskeletons,
urgery or social robots. There are currently no particular 
aws for healthcare robots more than the medical device 
egulation. Legislatively talking, this is a relevant example 
f the competition/rejection type we explained before, i.e.,
hen private standards have no influence over lawmaking 
or can overpower it. 

ISO 13482:2014 was born with a clear intention to move 
way from the medical legislation. The standard included 

physical assistant robots,’ commonly called ‘exoskeletons’ for 
ctivities of the daily living, which in theory were non-medical 
evices because they were not for rehabilitation purposes; 

wheeled passenger carriers,’ which were not wheelchairs,
nd mobile servant robots that are not medical devices but 
hey are therapeutic ( Fosch-Villaronga and Albo-Canals 2015 ; 
osch-Villaronga 2016 ). This standard pushed the industry to 
ave two types of devices, the medical and the non-medical 
ersion of different types of robots. For some time, companies 
anted to get an advantage of this dual category to get certi- 
ed through the personal care certification, which presented 

ore relaxed requirements than the medical device certifica- 
ion. 

As we mentioned, the newly adopted Regulation 2017/745 
or medical devices on its Art 1.3 extends the scope to those 
evices that have a medical and a non-medical purpose. Al- 
hough this provision was conceived for other objects, for in- 
tance for contact lenses and colored contact lenses, it seems 
ogical that those robots that have a medical and non-medical 
ersion but that they might present similar risks to the user 
HAL exoskeleton from Cyberdyne for instance) 2 have both to 
omply with the medical device regulation cumulatively. Over- 
ooking the medical device regulation in these cases would en- 
ail an infringement of the law. 

The Art. 12 of this piece of legislation also notes that ‘de- 
ices which are also machinery within the meaning of point 
a) of the second paragraph of Article 2 of Directive 2006/42/EC 

f the European Parliament and of the Council shall, where 
 hazard relevant under that Directive exists, also meet the 
ssential health and safety requirements set out in Annex I 
o that Directive to the extent to which those requirements 
re more specific than the general safety and performance re- 
uirements set out in Chapter II of Annex I to this Regulation.’ 
his is very important because, although ISO 13482:2014 fol- 

owed ISO 12100:2010 on safety machinery, the European di- 
ective on machinery (Directive 2006/42/EC of the European 

arliament and of the Council of 17 May 2006 on machinery) 
ates back to 2006, and does not include any update concern- 

ng the ISO from 2010 or the one about personal care robots of
014. This misunderstanding could lead to a regulatory gap 

lready identified in the literature ( Holder et al. 2016; Calo,
roomkin and Kerr 2016 ). 
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4. How to strengthen the legitimacy of 
standards and the power of lawmaking 

Although in a different direction, and addressing different as-
pects, both private setting and public policymaking have re-
cently attempted to govern service robot technology. In the
previous sections, we have compiled some examples of the
most recent initiatives, and have identified strengths and
weaknesses. Seeing the topic complexity, the fastness of the
technological change of robots, and the internationality of the
subject, we support the idea of establishing a greater collabo-
rative effort between private setting and public policymaking.
In this section, therefore, we make different policymaking pro-
posals aimed at strengthening the efficacy and the legitimacy
of the current framework of robot regulation. 

The proposals are based on two main structural assump-
tions: 

a) State law (which we also referred to as ‘hard law’ or law-
making) cannot fully cope with the lack of expertise and
the transnational dimension of robot regulatory field; 

b) Just like in other regulatory fields, robot standards adopted
by private/hybrid bodies (which we also referred to as ‘soft
law’ or standard-setting) do not take enough into consid-
eration non-technical (namely, ethical) needs and rational-
ities and, more generally, do not enjoy legitimacy outside
the circle of the involved industries. 

Thus, this section aims at answering the following crucial
issues: how can we devise a comprehensive but applicable
protective framework for healthcare robots? How can we fa-
vor the internal re-politicization of standards without having
colonization by consensus-based rationality? 

4.1. Theoretical framework: a systems theory approach 

In order to answer these questions, we will mainly resort
to the systems/autopoiesis theory approach, which looks
at private/hybrid standards as the points of emergence of
autonomous legal systems coupled with non-political (in
our case, scientific/technological) rationalities ( Teubner 1993;
Ladeur 1999; Febbrajo and Harste, 2013 ). Based on soci-
ological analyses, such approach takes as a fact the re-
ciprocal incommensurability of political and non-political
discourses/rationalities ( Teubner 1997 ), and the plurality of
transnational normative orders ( Kjaer 2010, 2013; Catà Backer
2011, 2014 ), and its policymaking proposals are put forward ac-
cordingly. In particular, it aims to stimulate the internal trans-
lation of external (political-legal) impulses by autonomous
functional systems. In other words, hard law regulations and
judicial practice should (and could) not impose politically-
driven ends to private/hybrid actors directly, but rather oper-
ate indirectly, so that the inner processes of autonomous func-
tional systems are pushed to reflexively adapt themselves to
the demands of their social environment ( Teubner 1983,1993;
Fischer-Lescano and Teubner 2004 ). 

Such influences, which compel international and transna-
tional standard-setters to engage in learning adaptation,
without replacing them, should in turn be based on two
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
Technology Law and Practice, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.clsr.2018.12
equally necessary elements: (1) changes in cognitive struc-
tures; (2) pressure directed at achieving this. ‘Otherwise, the
demands from society will remain ineffective external im-
pulses’ ( Teubner 2012 , 93–94). 

1) On the one hand, change in the cognitive structures refers
to the institutional mechanisms through which a func-
tional system ‘learns’, ‘rebuilds’ and ‘translates’, according
to its own rationality, external impulses. In other words,
while States and political rationality cannot substitute
themselves to science and knowledge gaps, they can in-
tervene on the skeleton, so to say, through which such
autonomous rationality operates, forcing this latter to re-
flexively adapt itself. This means ‘irritating’ a rationality
based on science with rationalities coming from (transna-
tional) civil society’s politics. Just as an example, in the field
of robot regulations the institutionalization, through ade-
quate means, of the participation of third-party organiza-
tions and affected outsiders (consumers, users, patients)
in the internal deliberative processes of private regulators.
The IEEE Global Initiative and Standard Association have
followed this initiative in their “Ethically Aligned Design”
report by integrating different experts within the writing
process of the standard. 

2) On the other hand, pressure refers to both legal and non-
legal sanctions, coming from both traditional hard law
enforcement and civil society, i.e. protest movements of
NGOs, trade unions, non-profit organizations, professions
and public opinion. Once again, here the role of the State,
which still holds the power structures (Strange 1998), is
crucial, insofar as it introduces instruments to potentiate
such pressures and channels societal ‘communicative en-
ergy’. Here again, we could point to some examples: in-
troducing specific (either individual or collective) causes
of action towards actors and industries that do not abide
by the ethical standards to which they declare to ‘volun-
tarily’ adhere; periodically publishing public ‘shame lists’
of the industries that do not adhere to ethical standards
at all, or denying them access to public procurements, or
even licenses to operate. This policymaking approach in-
volves also judicial bodies, which are given a quite activist
role ( Teubner 1997 ). In other words, especially when leg-
islative and statutory law does not help or stays silent - as
it happens in the ‘deference’ type of interaction – judges
may take into account the social consequences of their rul-
ings, and further exploiting available general clauses, e.g.
in contract law ( Beckers 2016 ). Thus, just as example, the
adhesion to a standard developed by private/hybrid bodies
may be used in a trial or a lawsuit as exemption from re-
sponsibility covered by ‘good faith’ or ‘best practices’ only
on the procedural condition that such standard is elabo-
rated with the participation of the ‘affected outsiders’, or
that its substantive content respects the fundamental val-
ues standards requested by domestic constitutional law or
international human rights law (e.g. human dignity). 
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.2. Proposals for better standard-lawmaking 
ntertwinement 

ased on the abovementioned theoretical references, this sec- 
ion compiles different proposals that could enhance both the 
egitimacy of standards and the technical awareness of public 
olicymaking. 

.2.1. Proposal 1: integrating the generated knowledge of im- 
act assessments into policies via shared data repositories 
fter much research on the topic ( Wright and De Hert 2012; 
right 2013; Wright et al. 2013 ), the data protection impact as- 

essment (DPIA) has become a binding requirement after the 
eneral Data Protection Regulation entered into force in 2018.
PIA is an instrument to assess the impact of technologies 
n personal data (Art. 35 GDPR). There are some standards of- 
ering guidance on how to conduct such assessment ( ISO/IEC 

9134:2017 Guidelines for Privacy Impact Assessment), and 

here is a rise of different tools that might help to automa- 
ize this process ( Coles et al. 2018 ).3 Similarly, the Consumer 
roduct and Safety Commission of the US have developed a 
ool to ease the compliance process of new products called 

Regulatory Robot." 4 

Still, impact assessments in the legal domain are currently 
een merely as an accountability tool, i.e., a way to show that,
or instance, a roboticist is compliant with the data protection 

egal framework (A29WP Opinion 3/2010). In the future, pol- 
cymaking could take advantage of the data/knowledge gen- 
rated by accountability instruments, mainly if this process 
an be automated. The generated data/knowledge could be 
nserted in a shared data repository to help evidence-based 

olicymaking in matching different types of technology, with 

hreats and risks, and also with mitigations ( Notario 2015; 
osch-Villaronga and Heldeweg 2018 ). 

Nowadays, conducting an impact assessment fulfills an ac- 
ountability function, which law enforcement and compliance 
urposes use. The knowledge generated by these impact as- 
essments does not feedback the legal system per se nonethe- 
ess. In this sense, there is no data collection mechanism ori- 
nted towards a repository format for evidence-based policy- 
aking purposes. In other words, the law does not learn from 

hese assessments (yet), they are just standalone and static 
nstruments ( Fosch-Villaronga and Heldeweg 2018 ). 

A mechanism that could extract relevant knowledge from 

hese accountability tools could help to build evidence of what 
echnologies exist, what risks arise, and how these risks are 

itigated ( Fosch-Villaronga and Heldeweg 2018 ). The policy- 
aking process could benefit from this meaningful technical 

nformation, and release guidelines from time to time ( Notario 
015 ). Creating such mechanism would involve having access 
o companies’ impact assessments, building a data repository 
o which relevant policymakers would have access (data pro- 
ection authorities, city councils, or agencies, like the Euro- 
ean Robot Agency if it ever exists), and spend resources in 

he processing of all this data. This complex process might 
3 Cfr.: https://www.cnil.fr/en/open- source- pia- software-helps- 
arry- out- data- protection- impact- assesment . 
4 Cfr.: https://www.cpsc.gov/Business –Manufacturing/ 
egulatory- Robot/Safer- Products- Start- Here . 

t
e
n
i
c
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ake a lot of time and resources at the beginning, but online 
latforms allow easy information retrieval and leave room for 
utomation. So it is not difficult to imagine that such a system 

ould exist, and could improve over time. Every certain time,
olicymakers could release guidelines as temporary bench- 
arks to help the compliance process of new uses and devel- 

pments of (robot) technologies. This system could reduce the 
urrent gap between general and theoretical principles typical 
rom policymaking and the technicality and applicability of 
echnical standards; while formalizing a data-generator pro- 
ess for robot developers to inform such policymaking evalua- 
ion processes. Indeed, “research and practice need to proceed 

n parallel so that it actually works” ( Adelle et al. 2012 ). 

.2.2. Proposal 2: integrate stakeholder participation in ex- 
ost legislative evaluations to increase lawmaking efficacy 
 recent example of changes in cognitive structures lay on 

x-post legislative evaluations. These evaluations are a crit- 
cal evidence-based judgment of the extent to which an inter- 
ention has been active and efficient, relevant given the needs 
nd its objectives, coherent both internally and with other Eu- 
opean policy interventions, and it has European added-value 
Communication on Smart Regulation 2013; Better Regulation 

uidelines 2015). The entire policy appraisal research includes 
 literature review of the design, performance, and politics 
f the appraisal, but we focus on the ‘learning and evidence 
tilization’ part ( Adelle et al. 2012 ). This part of the litera-
ure looks for evidence that the assessment has led to policy 
hange via processes of learning from either an instrumental 
pproach, mainly when the knowledge informs directly con- 
rete decisions; or from a conceptual one, a more soft-power 
pproach, meaning that new information, ideas, and perspec- 
ives influence policymakers and, thus, little by little the policy 
ystem ( Hertin et al. 2009 ). 

The problem with this approach is that it is challenging to 
tudy learning processes over long time periods. Instrumen- 
al learning may also happen at the conceptual but not at the 
ractical level ( Radaelli and Meuwese 2009 ). In this line, some 
uthors agree on the fact that even though there are institu- 
ional constraints that make sure the assessment is carried 

ut, such assessment only follows a political agenda but it 
oes not honestly examine the fundamental premises and un- 
erlying problem formulation ( Nilsson 2005; European Court 
f Auditors 2010 ). If stakeholder were to participate in such 

valuation processes, then they should contribute to the ad- 
ressing of these fundamental and core issues. 

In light of a new robot development or use, we suggest that 
evelopers should assess how available and new policymak- 

ng have affected them, compile barriers and constraints they 
ound on the process, and let the regulator know. The regula- 
or could react upon this information and include such knowl- 
dge into their subsequent evaluation process. In the begin- 
ing, both the data generation and the data collection are go- 

ng to be certain time-consuming. Over time, automated pro- 
esses can undoubtedly help speed the process. 
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4.2.3. Proposal 3: make codes of conduct binding by means
of including in a regulation, in a private contract or criminal
clauses, or publishing shaming lists 
In the Resolution 2015/2103(INL), the EP affirms, ‘clear, strict
and efficient guiding ethical framework for the development,
design, production, use, and modification of robots is needed.’
In that respect, they propose a framework consisting of a code
of conduct for robotics engineers, a code for research ethics
committees, and two licenses, one for designers and the
other one for users. Some of the principles enshrined in such
corpus relate to the Beauchamp and Childress’ biomedical
ethical framework (beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy
and justice) ( Beauchamp and Childress 2001 ), the respect
for fundamental rights, and the consideration of precaution,
inclusiveness, accountability, safety, reversibility, privacy or
the maximization of benefit and the minimization of harm. 

Linked to the pressures aimed at achieving cognitive
structure change, one of the problems of soft-law is the lack
of the capacity for enforcement. Allegations and defenses
are not allowed under accepted standards and procedures in
light of a violation. In other words, the soft law does not es-
tablish consequences for violations ( Abbott and Snidal, 2000 ).
Adherence to a standard is voluntary and only checked by a
certification agency. This process has mainly been criticized
because the certification agency does not usually and ade-
quately checks the processes or the product itself. Moreover,
certification agencies have no type of responsibility. 

To ‘set of general principles and guidelines for actions to
be taken by all stakeholders’ as the EP suggests, we propose to
make these codes of conduct binding, ‘harder’ in a legal sense.
This process would entail the establishment of consequences
for any violation ( Abbott and Snidal, 2000 ). There are different
ways to achieve this goal: (1) creating a regulation that can
enforce such codes of conduct could achieve that goal; (2) in-
cluding them in private contracts and criminal law provisions;
or (3) publishing shaming lists and advertisements at the ad-
dressee’s expenses. 

1) As regards the first proposal, making the code binding
would entail either civil or criminal sanctions, under the
conditions determined by the law. The ‘hard law’ liabil-
ity may be conceived as a subsidiary, being activated only
in cases when the industry or the regulated actor do not
adopt and properly implement its internal code of conduct,
modeled on the ‘public’ code of conduct. A recent example
of policymaking going in this direction, taken by the field
of corporate social responsibility (CSR), is the recent French
law 2017-399, on the due diligence on multinationals to
prevent serious human rights abuses in supply chains. 

2) The second proposal, to which we already made a short
reference, would involve a more active role of State judi-
cial bodies. These latter would be called to interpret ex-
isting or future general clauses of contract and criminal
law, to ‘harden,’ so to say, private/hybrid standards. Thus,
the reference to ‘good faith,’ or ‘best practices,’ among oth-
ers, would be filled with principles coming from ethical
and non-technological based documents ( Beckers 2016 ).
A significant example of this attitude, again taken from
the CSR field, is the case Ajax in Brazil, where a crimi-
nal judge made a significant reference to WHO standards
Please cite this article as: Eduard Fosch Villaronga and Angelo Jr 
vate standards and public policymaking for robot governance, Co
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to assess the criminal responsibility—based on State law
provisions—of a corporate actor ( Ventura 2016 ). 

More generally, and once again based on a systems theory
approach, the usefulness of ‘public’ standards and codes of
conduct should be measured, assessed and potentiated keep-
ing in mind the productive interactions with the internal nor-
mativity of private actors, i.e., on the impact on private/hybrid
legal orders ( Teubner 2011 ). To this end, legal sanctions con-
stitute only one of the available means. 

As we have already seen, in a broader context, social re-
actions may constitute further and sometimes more effective
‘sanctions,’ with more dissuasive capacity than hard law
( Teubner and Beckers 2013 ; Catà Backer 2008a, b ). However,
State law may have a crucial role in ‘activating’ and potenti-
ating, so to say, such reactions. That is why our final proposal
is that State and public regulators establish a duty upon the
robot technology industries and producers, to publicly declare
their adhesion to any existing and upcoming standard or code
of conduct. An alternative would be the publication by State
bodies of ‘shaming lists’ of the robot technology industries
which do not adhere to any—either public or private—
standard or code. These duties would not impose any specific,
substantial obligation per se, but would activate the reaction
of the ‘spontaneous sectors’ of functional systems: public
opinion, consumers or social movements. Once again, a
significant example comes from the CSR field. Namely, the
disclosed systems and the duty for the biggest corporations
to publish reports concerning their extra-financial activities.
Also, the way they take into consideration the ethical and
social impacts of their conducts, established by the EU Direc-
tive 2012/34, which in turn, was modeled on the French law
2010–788 (so-called loi Grenelle II ) ( Catà Backer 2008a, 2008b;
Campbell and Vick 2007; Eickenjäger 2016 ). Although these
models of externally-induced transparency are often not
sufficient, due to administrative inefficiency and strategic
business avoidance, they have proven to be sufficient to a
certain extent, especially when sustained by the constant
pressure of civil society, NGOs and strategic litigation ( Catà
Backer 2008a, 2008b ). 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we have investigated the challenges of over-
lapping public/private regulatory initiatives that govern robot
technologies in general, and in the concrete of healthcare
robot technologies. We wondered until what extent robotics
should be governed only by standards, and concluded that hy-
brid private/public regulatory models could be. 

First, we argued that, due to their specific nature of pri-
vate soft-law, current standards governing robot technology
tend to be single-principle-based–in this case, safety. Private
standards tend to disregard other legal principles and values
deeply embedded in the social environment where they are
implemented, i.e., in the social systems where humans and
robot technology operate. Coupled with the lack of a broader
legal dimension, furthermore, these standards lack social le-
gitimacy and accountability. 
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We sustain the idea that public policymaking provides 
omprehensive protection to robot users throughout the ar- 
icle, something supported by recent European institutions 
Resolution 2015/2103(INL) 2017 and EC Response to Reso- 
ution 2015/2103(INL)). Still, current hard-law sources and 

rospective law-making processes are far from being well- 
uited for emerging robot technologies. The volatility of the 
eld hinders the understanding of associated risks and im- 
acts, and the anticipation of effective measures to mitigate 
hem. In this respect, several examples helped illuminate ex- 
sting dissonances between new robot public regulatory ini- 
iatives and the feasibility of their implementation. 

The ‘better regulation’ approach of the EU may increase the 
se of evidence to inform policy and lawmaking, and the in- 
olvement of different stakeholders. However, current hard- 
awmaking instruments do not appear to take advantage of 
he knowledge produced by standard-based regulations, virtu- 
lly wasting their potential benefits. This fact affects the legal 
ertainty with regards to a fast-paced changing environment 
ike robotics. 

Inspired by the systems theory, the article ends identify- 
ng two different moments in time to integrate stakeholder 
now-how into policymaking. In this respect, we have pro- 
osed linking technology impact assessments with regulatory 

mpact assessments via the creation of shared data reposito- 
ies. Another proposal referred to the strengthening process of 
rivate standards via their inclusion in regulation, in private 
ontracts or through social and reputational sanctions. 

upplementary materials 

upplementary material associated with this article can be 
ound, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.clsr.2018.12.009 . 
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